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Metamaterial absorbers (MAs) serve as important electromagnetic wave-absorbing devices that have captured
the attention of researchers for a long term. Functioning as sensitive detectors to determine perturbations in
an ambient environment is another significant subsidiary function. Here, we theoretically propose an optimized
fabrication method to implement terahertz MAs with fewer steps and also evaluate both absorption and sensing
performances of such MAs realized by the new method. Simulation findings demonstrate that such MAs can
basically maintain the original absorption features perfectly, including near-complete absorption at resonance
as well as strong robustness to wide incident angles. Specifically, the full width at half-maximum and quality
factor of the absorption resonances attenuate less than 26% and 8% with this new method, remaining in the
ranges of ∼0.03–0.04 THz and ∼20–27 for two selected example MAs. More significantly, sensing capacities
of this type of MA, in terms of maximum detection range (enhancing at least 9%), observable spectral modulation
(increasing at least 6.3%), and refractive index sensitivity, are improved to a large extent because of more intense
coupling between resonant field and matter in the case of surface-relief MAs. This stronger coupling results from
exposing more spots of the resonantly high field to direct contact with an approaching analyte, which is illustrated
by field profiles of the MAs at resonance in this work. Additionally, other desirable absorber features are also
explored with such MAs, like functioning as building blocks to configure multiband MAs and strong robustness
against fabrication errors. Such new-style terahertz MAs shown in the paper, acting as good examples, not
only prove that terahertz MAs can be fabricated by the proposed time- and cost-saving route in contrast to
the traditional MA fabrication process, but also can serve as novel platforms to explore other intriguing terahertz
photonic effects, such as the field enhancement effect. © 2020 Chinese Laser Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

It has been well established that electromagnetic waves with
specific energy levels can couple with matter at micro- or nano-
scale, which has attracted extensive attention from the scientific
community for many years [1–3]. These coupling mechanisms
lead to occurrences of various and intriguing phenomena with
enriching content in physics, like localized or propagating sur-
face plasma resonance [4], extraordinary/enhanced optical
transmission [5], and negative refraction [6]. Meanwhile, to
meet multitudinous actual needs, a wide range of functional

components based on different coupling processes have been
proposed, both theoretically and experimentally [7–12].
Terahertz metamaterial absorbers (THz MAs) are put forward
as one type of such components, which play roles of significant
importance in perfect absorption [7,13], sensing [14,15], im-
aging [16], thermal emitters [17], and so on. Generally, MAs
feature a sandwich-like configuration consisting mainly of a
top-patterned metasurface layer, a dielectric supporting layer,
and a metal ground layer. With such a Fabry–Perot (F–P) cav-
ity design, an incident THz field is resonantly enhanced at
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given frequencies where the incident electromagnetic energy is
trapped within the MA cavity. Accordingly, the spectral re-
sponse for the MAs generally shows distinct resonance reflec-
tion dips that are sensitive to certain physical attributes of
ambient environment, like refractive index (RI). This charac-
teristic makes MAs well-performing metamaterial sensing sys-
tems to detect perturbations in the surrounding media [14].

Metamaterial sensing refers to a method of detecting alter-
ations in surrounding media by observing resulting modula-
tions of amplitude or frequency location of resonances in the
frequency spectrum of metamaterials. A variety of metamaterial
sensors, including thin-film metasurfaces [18,19], resonant MA
cavities [14,20], and three-dimensional (3D) metamaterials
[21], are proposed, and the sensing behaviors are evaluated with
a well-known indicator, the figure of merit (FOM). In general,
the higher the FOM is, the better performance metamaterial
sensors demonstrate. The FOM of sensing performance is
commonly expressed as FOM � QS; Q refers to the quality
factor of the concerned resonance and S denotes the percentage
frequency shift (FS) of the concerned resonance peak/dip in-
duced by the change of surrounding media [21]. Following
the line hinted at by the equation, we can start from two aspects
to enhance the sensing capacity of metamaterial sensors. One is
to design a metamaterial sensor with a higher Q resonance,
while the other is to make the concerned resonance displace
with a larger step for the same surrounding change. The
first route has been extensively explored in the last few years,
and plentiful methods have been shown to realize high-Q
resonances [22–25]. On the other side, several methods aim
at highlighting the influence of surrounding dielectric change
by reducing the substrate effect, such as etching away parts
of a high-index substrate [26–33] or using a low-index substrate
[34,35] in order to achieve a larger spectral modulation with the
same dielectric alteration.

In this paper, we theoretically optimize the traditional
fabrication process for realizing THz MAs and analyze the
feasibility compatible with the existing surface micromachining
process. To illustrate our claim, two of the most common THz
MA configurations are selected as objects of study, and the
attributes of the new-style and original MAs are compared
in terms of absorption and sensing capacities under numerical
simulations. The findings confirm that, in contrast to MAs
realized by the traditional process, absorption attributes of
the new-style MAs are principally kept, and more importantly,
sensing capacities of the new MAs are greatly improved due to
the surface-relief (SR) design. Then we numerically calculate
field profiles of the MAs to elucidate the underlying physical
mechanism. Finally, we show that the absorption performance
of these new-style MAs can be further improved by simple
structural optimization and also explore other features of such
MAs. The proposed fabrication method for THz MAs can be
utilized to implement ultrasensitive MA detectors and other
functional devices at the THz band.

2. PROPOSED FABRICATION PROCESS

Figure 1 demonstrates the proposed fabrication process for
MAs step by step. Compared with the traditional MA fabrica-
tion process [36,37], this new method just simplifies the last

few steps of the workflow. As indicated by the light gray parts
in Fig. 1, bulk silicon (Si) wafers are chosen as MA substrates
because of the high transmission characteristics at the THz
band of interest. A 200-nm-thick aluminum (Al) film is depos-
ited on Si substrates as a ground layer, which can be done by
thermal or e-beam evaporation, as indicated by the purple
parts. Then a dielectric layer, as shown by the green parts in
Fig. 1, is coated on the metal film and patterned by employing
a matched etching method or laser direct-writing technology
[38–40]. As the last step, another 200-nm-thick Al film is
deposited on the top surface of the whole structure. Here, it
should be noted that the concomitant Al layer deposited
on the Al ground film in the last step shown in Fig. 1(e) will
inevitably change the final thickness of the Al ground layer;
however, this will not exert an undesirable impact on the main
features of MAs, like absorption. When the metal layer thick-
ness is well beyond skin depth at the THz frequency of interest,
the thickness becomes insignificant, which has been well estab-
lished in the traditional THz absorber cases and also proved
later by Fig. 10 and the accompanying discussion.

Following the above procedure, a novel type of SR-shaped
MAs can be fabricated, and such MAs are realized with fewer
steps than those of the traditional workflow. Still, it is worth-
while to stress that a key issue of selecting appropriate materials
to serve as dielectric supporting layers needs to be addressed
in the practical implementation process. The first choice can
be from a group of photosensitive materials while taking into
account other on-demand attributes, like rigidity and stability.
Or the preferred material can be a relatively hard material
compatible with laser direct-writing technology, e.g., polymer
or Si. For different processing methods, materials with different
physical and chemical properties can be selected according to
practical needs.

3. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

A. Selected MA Examples
To validate the feasibility and universality of the proposed
fabrication method, we choose two of the most common

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing shows the proposed process for fabricat-
ing an MA in detail. The processing steps are listed alphabetically.
Different colors represent various materials, that is, light gray, purple,
and green parts refer to the Si substrate, Al parts, and dielectric layer,
respectively.
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MA designs as examples to explore the attributes of MAs
fabricated by the new method, as shown in Fig. 2. The two
typical MA designs are chosen since both of them are represen-
tative and fundamental MA configurations and also feature a
wealth of advantageous characteristics, such as simple structure,
polarization insensitivity, and wide incident angle tolerance.
Figures 2(a) and 2(c) demonstrate two flat MAs realized by
the traditional fabrication flow as control MAs, while Figs. 2(b)
and 2(d), respectively, display SR cross-shaped (SRC) and SR
square-shaped (SRS) MAs to be studied. For simplicity and dis-
tinguishability, in the rest of the paper, the MAs shown in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(c) will be termed as cross MA and square
MA, respectively. Likewise, the MAs in Figs. 2(b) and 2(d)
are labeled as SRC MA and SRS MA. For all the numerical
simulations throughout this paper, all the MAs are excited
by the same THz source, i.e., an incident THz wave illuminates
the MAs vertically from the top, and the electric component is
parallel to the arms of the cross- or square-shaped parts along
the x axis, while the direction of the magnetic field is, along
with the other perpendicular arms, along the y axis. All the
numerical calculations are conducted with a frequency solver
based on the finite-integration method. In all the simulations,
the boundary condition of unit cell is employed in both x and y
directions to imitate MAs with an infinite array size.
As we stated before, metal Al (σ � 3.56 × 107 S∕m) is used
to build subwavelength resonators and the ground layer
in the models, whereas a Si (ε � 11.9) wafer is chosen as a
substrate. Also, in our entire simulation, dielectric material with
ε � 2.56� i0.0069 is used as the supporting layer.

As shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), the cross and SRCMAs share
the same structural design except for differences in the coverage
area of the dielectric layer. Their common geometric parameters
used in simulations are lattice constant p � 160 μm, Al thick-
ness t � 0.2 μm, dielectric thickness h � 8 μm, arm length
l � 140 μm, and arm width w � 12 μm. Similarly, the

structures of the square and SRS MAs shown in Figs. 2(c)
and 2(d) are also identical except for the rugged surface,
and the geometric parameters jointly used in simulations
are lattice constant p � 120 μm, Al thickness t � 0.2 μm,
dielectric thickness h � 8 μm, arm length l � 80 μm, and
arm width w � 5 μm.

B. Absorption Performance Comparison
The absorption spectra for the four MAs, which are calculated
by A � 1 − S211, are shown in Fig. 3. Here, S11 denotes the
reflection coefficient of MAs. The transmission is ignored,
as an optically thick ground metal layer totally prevents
the transmission. All the MAs are excited under TE mode,
as illustrated at the top corner of Fig. 2. Thanks to the struc-
tural symmetry inherent in each MA, only TE polarization is
calculated and disclosed in this work. Figure 3(a) compares
absorption resonances of the cross and SRC MAs; the quanti-
tative details are listed in the embedded table. From the table in
Fig. 3(a), it can be noted that the absorption peak of the
SRC MA shows a slight blueshift of about 0.08 THz with
respect to that of the cross MA, as the effective mode index
of the absorption resonance is reduced due to less coverage area
of the dielectric layer in SRC MA [26,32]. The full width at
half-maximum (FWHM) of the absorption resonance of the
SRC MA is widened by 20% relative to the original

Fig. 2. 3D schematic plot for the MA examples and the incident
THz field polarizations. All the MAs are excited by the same incident
field polarizations shown at the top right corner of the plot. Different
colored parts represent different materials. (a) and (b) are the original
and remolded (SR) cross-shaped MAs. (c) and (d) are the original
and remolded (SR) square-shaped MAs. For all MAs, lattice constant,
and thicknesses of metal and dielectric layers are labeled as p, t, and
h, while l and w represent length and width of the metallic stripes
constituting the cross and square structures in MAs, respectively.

Fig. 3. Comparison plots for absorption performance of two
focused sets of MAs at the frequency band of 0.4 to 1.6 THz.
(a) Cross MA versus SRC MA and (b) square MA versus SRS MA.
The embedded tables show comparative information in a quantitative
way.
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0.025 THz for the cross MA as a result of increased radiative
loss originating from more modal field leaking outside, instead
of being trapped in the F–P cavity in such an SR design. The
quality of resonance is commonly evaluated by virtue of the Q
factor, calculated by Q � f 0∕FWHM. Here, f 0 is the central
frequency of resonances. Based on this equation, theQ factor of
the SRC MA is calculated, and the result discloses a negligible
decline from that of the cross MA by 5.14%, from 28.4 to
26.94. More importantly, the amplitude absorption of the
SRC MA remains nearly 100% (99.6%) at resonance, with
a higher frequency relative to that of the cross MA.

Similar results can be found in the comparison between
square and SRS MAs. The central frequency of the absorption
resonance blueshifts to 0.85 THz in the case of the SRS MA,
and the FWHM of the SRS MA is broadened by 26% to
0.043 THz. Therewith, the Q value of SRS MA decreases
to 19.86 by 7.11% relative to that of the square MA. It is
worth noting that the absorption maximum of the SRS MA
on resonance is reduced to 98.9%, not perfect absorption.
However, perfect absorption on resonance can be retrieved
when additional structural optimization is exerted, as shown
in Section 4 of the paper. From the detailed absorption perfor-
mance comparison between the two focused sets of MAs, we
can observe that the absorption character of MAs realized with
the SR design worsens slightly relative to those of traditional
MAs, but is within an acceptable range. Furthermore, the
absorption character of SRC and SRS MAs can be further
improved with additional parameter optimization.

Maintaining absorption performance at a high level across a
wide range of incident angles is highly desirable for MAs for
specific applications, such as thermal emitters and solar energy
reservation [17,37]. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) demonstrate high
incident-angle tolerance of absorption performance for the
cross and square MAs, respectively. The amplitude absorption

gradually decreases with the increase of the incident angle. This
is because under TE-polarized incidence, the magnetic compo-
nent of the incident THz wave that is parallel to the absorber
plane will gradually reduce with the increase of incident angles.
This in-plane magnetic component interacts with the magnetic
dipole moment producing within the F–P cavity of absorbers,
which leads to the absorption of the incident THz wave.
Therefore, the gradual decrease of in-plane magnetic field
intensity will attenuate the coupling increasingly between
incident THz energy and SR absorber resonators, and then
the incident THz energy cannot be stored totally within the
F–P cavity of the absorbers leading to the decrease of amplitude
absorption as incident angles increase. For TM-polarized
incidence, the in-plane electric component gradually weakens
with the increase of incident angles, which results in the same
reduction of absorption amplitude as well [7,14]. When the
incident angle is over 79° or 76° (marked by the bright yellow
dashed lines), the amplitude absorption of the cross and square
MAs starts to drop below 50%. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) illustrate
the incident-angle tolerance of absorption performance for SRC
and SRS MAs. With SR design integrated into the MAs, both
of the absorption peaks slightly blueshift relative to those of the
corresponding cross and square MAs, in accordance with
the discussion in the previous section. More intriguingly, we
observe that high tolerance of absorption performance for wide
incident angles shows no sign of attenuation in the cases of
new-style MAs. Instead, the maximum tolerance of incidence
angle for both SRC and SRS MAs is further elevated by 2° with
respect to those of the cross and square MAs, as shown in Fig. 4.
This enhancement illustrates that exposing more sites where
resonances break out contributes to the improvement of
incident-angle tolerance of absorption behavior in such a multi-
layer MA design. From the above analysis, it is clear that in
contrast to the original MAs, the absorption performances of
the new-style MAs reveal no significant weakening but better
incident-angle tolerance. Furthermore, considering that the
new-style MAs are realized with simpler fabrication flow to save
cost and time, this makes the newly proposed method another
efficient and effective approach for MA fabrication.

C. Improved Sensing Performance
MAs acting as sensors generally show better performance
than the corresponding metasurface sensors with the same
pattern [41], making MAs promising candidates for sensing
application worthy of further exploration [14,41]. In this
section, we will explore sensing performance of the new-style
MAs from the aspects of maximum detection range, induced
spectral modulation (resonance FS), and RI sensitivity. The
maximum detection range is the extreme depth of the analyte
that can be detected by sensors. To highlight our proposal,
the comparison of sensing performance is conducted between
the original and new-style MAs.

During the simulation process, analytes (yellow parts in the
insets of Fig. 5) with variable attribute parameters are overlaid
on the surface of MAs to mimic the practical sensing process, as
illustrated in Fig. 5. In the case of traditional MA sensing, the
target attribute of analytes is acquired by determining spectral
modulation, i.e., shift of resonance location, induced by the
coupling between the resonantly evanescent field in MA and

Fig. 4. Contour plots compare the incident-angle tolerance
of absorption performance for the four MAs. (a) and (b) show wide
incident-angle tolerance for the cross and square MAs as controls,
respectively. (c) and (d) display the cases for corresponding MAs
realized with the new approach. The bright yellow dashed lines mark
the critical incident angle beyond which absorption starts to fall
below 50%.
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analytes overlaid on the surface. Under these circumstances,
the detection range of traditional MA sensors is limited because
of the exponentially gradual decrease of field intensity away
from the MAs’ surface [41]. As for SRC and SRS MAs, the
scenario for sensing couplings shows a big difference. In
this case, the analyte is directly deposited onto the Al ground
layer of MAs. Then, with the gradual increase in analyte
depth, the Al metasurface layer and dielectric supporting layer
around where the resonant high field usually resides will gradu-
ally submerge into the analyte, as shown in the insets of
Fig. 5. Theoretically, this gradual immersion process effectively
increases contact areas between analyte and resonant fields
in MAs and hence enhances the sensing couplings, implying
a better sensing potential for this new design. To quantitatively
assess sensing behavior, the spectral shift of reflection resonance
dip (simply termed as FS) is employed as an assessment index to
evaluate the sensing performance of MAs, which is calculated
by FS � �f − f 0�∕f 0 × 100%. Here, f and f 0 are central
frequencies of reflection dip with and without the analyte,
respectively.

Figures 5(a) and 5(c) compare the sensing behavior of cross
and SRC MAs with the variations of analyte depths when the
RI of the analyte is fixed at 1.6. As shown in Fig. 5(a), depth
sensing for a cross MA shows an exponentially increasing trend;
a similar result is also demonstrated in Ref. [41]. The increasing
trend starts with a rapid rate for a thin analyte, becomes
relatively smooth as depth increases further, and finally reaches
a saturation level when the depth is greater than 17 μm,
differentiated with shaded areas of different colors in Fig. 5(a).
As stated before, this exponential growth trend with the in-
crease in depths results from a gradual decrease of resonant
electromagnetic field intensity away from the MAs’ surface,

which is an inherent attribute of the resonantly evanescent
field [41]. The case for SRC MA shows some similarities in
the overall trend, but evident differences emerge in the detail.
The similarity mainly lies in that the growth trend for depth
sensing of the SRC MA also demonstrates a rapid increase
for the thin analyte, gradual slowing of the growth rate, and
then saturation at the depth of 21 μm. However, when analyte
depth is smaller than 9 μm, the growth rate for depth sensing
should be treated as a quadratic growth trend, instead of an
exponential one, as disclosed in Ref. [42]. Subsequently, with
the depth continuing to increase, the growth trend translates
into an exponential one, as displayed in Fig. 5(c). Also, there
is the remarkable fact in Figs. 5(a) and 5(c) that sensing per-
formance of the SRC MA is inferior to that of the cross MA
when the depth is less than 8 μm. It is well noted that the sens-
ing performance of metamaterial sensors depends strongly on
both resonant field intensity and contact area between the res-
onant field and the analyte. As illustrated later in Figs. 7(c) and
7(d), the highest field intensity at resonance occurs around in-
terfaces between metallic parts and ambient media [31]. When
analyte depth is gradually growing but is still less than 8 μm
(the thickness of the supporting layer), the analyte gets closer
and closer to the highest intensity spot for the SRC MA, and
hence sensing coupling is gradually enhanced, leading to an
increasing growth rate of sensitivity, while the case is inverse
for the cross MA. Thereby, the sensing behavior of the SRC
MA starts with a lower status for the thin analyte but increases
much faster than that of the cross MA and eventually surpasses
the SRC MA at a certain depth, as shown in Fig. 5. When the
analyte depth is more than 8 μm, the sensing process for the
SRC MA becomes similar to the case for the cross MA.
Therefore, the next specific depth beyond the thickness of the
supporting layer, which is 9 μm in this work, becomes the criti-
cal depth for translation of the quadratic growth trend to an
exponential one, as shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d). Additionally,
it is worth stressing that the saturation depth, i.e., maximum
detection capability of a sensor, of the SRC MA sensor is im-
proved by 23.53% (21 μm versus 17 μm) relative to that of the
cross MA. Furthermore, the observable FS for the saturation
level of the SRC MA is about 23%, far more than that
(16.7%) of the cross MA case, which substantiates the superi-
ority of the depth-sensing behavior of the SRC MA sensor.

Figures 5(b) and 5(d) compare the depth-sensing behaviors
of the square and SRS MAs, which shows a similar scenario as
in the cross MA case. Specifically, the saturation depths are
21 μm for the square MA and 23 μm for the SRS MA, disclos-
ing an increase of 9.52% for the SR MA design. Furthermore,
the observable FSs are 13.8% for the square MA and 26.7%
for the SRS MA, which displays a nearly double effect. From
these discussions, it can be noted that with the new-style SR
MA design, the maximum detection range of MA sensors is
improved, and also a more evident spectral modulation can
be observed for the same ambient perturbations.

Figures 6(a) and 6(b), for the cross and square cases
separately, compare RI sensing features for three specific depths
of an analyte. Due to different growth rates occurring at differ-
ent phases of the depth-sensing behavior for both the cross
and the square cases, we deliberately select three characteristic

Fig. 5. Comparative plots for depth-sensing performance of two
sets of MAs when RI of the analyte is fixed at 1.6. (a) Cross MA
versus (c) SRC MA and (b) square MA versus (d) SRS MA. The
respective insets display a sectional view for a schematic drawing of
the corresponding sensing configurations. Different colored sections
in the above subplots mark three different growth trends in depth
sensing for all the MA sensors. Green, yellow, and blue sections denote
quadratic, exponential, and saturated growth trends, respectively.
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analyte depths representing the corresponding three different
phases to present a full picture of RI sensing behavior. The
three selected depths are 4 μm (half of the thickness of the
supporting dielectric layer), 8 μm (the very thickness of
the supporting dielectric layer) and 25 μm (total saturation
depth), representing fast growth phase, slowing growth phase,
and full saturation phase of the depth-sensing process, respec-
tively. For each depth, we calculate RI sensing behavior from
RI � 1.1 to 2, with a step of 0.1. As displayed in Fig. 6(a), the
FS of the SRCMA sensor induced by an analyte of 4 μm shows
the lowest values, while the FS for the SRC sensor demonstrates
the highest level when the depth is 25 μm, which suggests the
same trend as the depth sensing of the SRC MA, that the sens-
ing level of the SRC MA is low for the thin analyte and then
increases at a much faster pace. The statement can also be sup-
ported by the scenario for RI sensing of the SRC MA when the
analyte depth is 8 μm. The FS of the SRC MA shows a sig-
nificant growth rate, and the growth trend line intersects the
three trend lines of the cross MA for three different depths,
as shown in Fig. 6(a). In the case of the cross MA, the RI sens-
ing performance displays the same increasing trend with the
increase in RI for three different depths. Figure 6(b) demon-
strates the RI sensing behaviors for the square and SRS MAs.
It can be seen that the RI sensing level for SRS MA with an
analyte depth of 4 μm is the lowest, while for the two other
depths, that is 8 and 25 μm, the RI sensing performance of
the SRS MA manifests a superior behavior to that of the square
MA. From the above discussion, it should be noted that
although the overall sensing performance of the SRMA is supe-
rior to that of a traditional MAwith the same configuration, the
selection of a traditional MA sensor is a wise choice when the
analyte is relatively thin. For example, one should select tradi-
tional cross/square MA sensors rather than SRC/SRS MA
sensors when the analyte is thinner than 8/5 μm during the
depth sensing.

D. Theoretical Explanation for Enhanced Sensing
Performance
To explore the physical mechanism behind the well-preserved
absorption behavior and enhanced sensing performance, we
numerically calculate surface current and electric field intensity
distributions at their respective resonances. As shown in
Figs. 7 and 8, except for local enhancements in field intensity
and current density, modal distributions for the original and
new-style MAs experience no significant variations, revealing

the reason for the well-preserved absorption behavior.
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) conduct a comparison of field distribu-
tions between cross and SRC MAs at resonance frequencies
of 0.72 and 0.8 THz, respectively. It is well established that

Fig. 6. Comparative plots of RI sensing performance for three
specific depths of analyte h � 4, 8, and 25 μm in the cases of (a) cross
MA versus SRC MA and (b) square MA versus SRS MA.

Fig. 7. Surface electric current distributions at resonance for (a) cross
MA at 0.72 THz and (b) SRC MA at 0.8 THz. The direction and
thickness of the red arrows denote current direction and intensity.
The x component Ex distributions of electric field intensity at the
cut plane of y � 0 for (c) cross and (d) SRC MAs at 0.72 and
0.8 THz, respectively. The rectangular boxes formed by the black
solid lines between air and Si in (c) and (d) represent the dielectric
supporting layer.

Fig. 8. Surface electric current distributions at resonance
for (a) square MA at 0.73 THz and (b) SRS MA at 0.85 THz.
The direction and thickness of the red arrows denote current direction
and intensity, respectively. The x component Ex distributions of
electric field intensity at the cut plane of y � 0 for (c) square and
(d) SRS MAs at 0.73 and 0.85 THz, respectively. The rectangular
boxes formed by the black lines between air and Si in (c) and
(d) represent the dielectric supporting layer.
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the incident electromagnetic field is generally confined around
the interfaces between metallic and dielectric layers at
resonance, and the confined energy therein plays a part of
significant importance in sensing couplings. In Figs. 7(a)
and 7(b), surface currents center on the surface of metal
structure resonating along the direction of incident electric
component, and particularly, appear much denser for the
SRC MA than that of the cross MA. This is because a big
portion of incident electromagnetic energy is dissipated in
the dielectric layer in the case of the cross MA, while in the
SRC MA, the majority of the dielectric layer is rinsed away
in the fabrication process, which dramatically reduces dissipa-
tion loss. This statement is also confirmed by the electric field
profile in Figs. 7(c) and 7(d), which clearly shows that electric
field intensity in the SRCMA is much higher, especially around
the Al metasurface layer. More importantly, with such an SR
design in the MA, the resonant field becomes deeply open
to the analyte, making more resonant energy accessible to
the analyte by direct contact, which contributes to the enhance-
ment of sensing performance [26,27,30,32]. This claim can be
well illustrated by the scenario in Fig. 7(d), where high field
spots appear around the surface and side edges of the SRC
MA open to the approaching analyte, which will lead to a larger
spectral shift for the same ambient alterations relative to the
case of the cross MA. In contrast, as displayed in Fig. 7(c), more
than half of the field energy is confined within the dielectric
layer unable to contact analyte directly, which greatly limits
the sensing performance of the cross MA.

In addition, the reason for the enhanced sensing capacity
can be explained in a quasi-quantitative way. The effective
index of the surroundings around the metal metasurface layer
can be expressed as neff � α × nd � �1 − α� × nair; here nd and
nair are the index of the dielectric layer and air, respectively. The
α is the volume fraction of the dielectric material filling in the
whole surroundings around the metal layer. Since dielectric
materials generally have a higher RI than air, the effective index
of the SRCMA, in light of the above-mentioned effective index
equation and smaller coverage area of the dielectric materials in
the SRC MA, is lower than that of the cross MA leading to a
blueshift of absorption resonance, as shown in Fig. 3(a). During
the MA sensing procedure, the analyte is overlaid onto the
MAs, and then the analyte will take the place of the original
background material, air in this case, inducing an ambient
RI alteration, which results in a spectral shift of MAs. In this
procedure, the extent of the spectral shift depends strongly on
the induced effective index alterations. And the equation for the
effective index difference in sensing procedure can be written
as Δneff � β × �nanalyte − nair�, where β denotes the effective
volume fraction occupied by the analyte when the air is
replaced by the analyte during the sensing process. It can be
inferred that β expressions differ significantly for the cross
MA and SRC MA because of huge geometrical differences,
especially when the depth is smaller than 8 μm. When the
analyte is thinner than the thickness of the dielectric supporting
layer (8 μm in our cases), the areas occupied by the same
analyte will reveal a large difference due to large geometric
distinction for the two types of MAs. In the case of the
traditional MA, the occupied area is the exact volume of the

analyte. In contrast, the occupied area for the SR MA is far
smaller, since the greater part of the analyte deposits on the
metal ground layer, and the occupied area around the high res-
onant field is limited. Therefore, for a thin analyte, the β is
smaller for the SR MA, and hence, the induced RI difference
is smaller as well, which results in less sensitivity of the SR MA
for a thin analyte. Furthermore, with the gradual increase of
analyte depth, the analyte approaches a resonant high field
for SR MAs while receding from the resonance field for the
traditional MAs. When the analyte is thick enough, the occu-
pied area by the analyte for the SR MA will surpass that of the
traditional MA, which gives rise to a larger alteration in the RI
and thus larger observable FS for the SRMAs in the cases of the
thick analyte, as displayed in Figs. 5 and 6. The comparison of
field distributions for the square and SRS MAs at the respective
resonances is performed in Fig. 8, demonstrating a completely
consistent scenario in the case of the cross MAs. As exhibited in
Fig. 8, both surface current and electric field intensity are en-
hanced with the SR design, which reinforces our explanations
for the improvement of sensing behavior.

4. FURTHER DISCUSSION

A. Structural Optimization
Although absorption behaviors of the cross and square MAs
show negligible degradation with SR design, single-band perfect
absorption can be retrieved with a simple structural optimiza-
tion. In the structural optimization, with other parameters fixed,
only the width of Al strips w is adjusted from w � 12 μm to
10 μm for the SRC MA and from w � 5 μm to 3 μm for the
SRS MA; the calculated absorption spectra are displayed in
Fig. 9(a). In addition, as we mentioned before, the selected cross
and square MAs are explored in this work as illustrations that
demonstrate the advantages of the new-style MA fabrication
method. In addition to the advantages exhibited above, the
two structures can also be utilized as fundamental building
blocks to constitute composite MA configuration to meet a
wide range of practical needs, such as multiband or wideband
absorbers [13,17]. To verify the universality of the SR fabrica-
tion method, we simulate another SR MA design, as displayed
in Fig. 9(b). A triband perfect MA is realized, and the detailed
geometric parameters are listed in the caption of Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. (a) displays the optimized SRC and SRS MAs achieving sin-
gle-band perfection absorption. (b) shows a triple band perfect MA
realized by an SRS design. The structural parameters of the
triband SRS MA are p � 150 μm, t � 0.2 μm, h � 8 μm, and
w � 12 μm. The three square frames with different arm lengths
are indicated by white, orange, and green parts in (b), whose lengths
are 120, 80, and 52 μm, respectively.
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This triband MA not only proves the possibility of the new
fabrication technology compatible with previously common
thinking of designing a composite MA, but also demonstrates
the potential to achieve new functional devices with SR design.

B. Fabrication Robustness Analysis
During the fabrication process, structural imperfection will be
inevitably introduced into the realized micro- and nanoscale
geometries due to technological limitations in the dimensional
resolution. These imperfections commonly involve slide side-
walls in the dielectric supporting layer [27,33] and geometric
deviation from the original design, which degrade the perfor-
mance of realized devices. Figure 10 demonstrates the influence
of the structural deviations, i.e., the excess metal deposited
on the ground metal plane and slide sidewalls in the dielectric
supporting layer, on the absorber feature of the proposed SR
absorbers. As shown in Fig. 10(a), the SRC MA displays no
performance alteration with the thickness of the top deposited
metal layer changing from 0.1 to 1 μm except for the imper-
ceptible shift in the absorption frequency. The absorber feature
changes with the metal layer thickness alterations are slightly
more noticeable for the SRS MA, as shown in the inset of
Fig. 10(b). However, the amplitude absorptions of the SRS
MA still remain more than 93% for the thickness changing
from 0.1 to 1 μm. Here, it is worth noting that the considered
thickness range here is far larger than the actual fabrication case,
as the usual thickness of metal layer used in the THz sample
fabrication is 200 nm. At this rate, the thickness of the Al layer
deposited on the substrate will be around 400 nm, and in this
case, the absorption will be about 97% for the SRS MA.
Therefore, the thickness of the patterned metal layer deposited
on the ground metal plane exerts no prominent impact on the
absorption performance of SR absorbers, which validates the
strong robustness of the SR absorbers.

Figures 10(c) and 10(d) display the influence of the slide
sidewall effect in the supporting dielectric layer for SRC and
SRS MAs, respectively. With the decrease of the basic
angles of the dielectric layer (right angles changing into acute
angles with a step of 5°), the amplitude absorption reveals a
gradual redshift in resonance frequency and no degradation
for SR absorbers. More interestingly, the amplitude absorption
for the SRS MA shows a slight increase for gradually inclined
sidewalls, which is also a superior characteristic for MA design.

5. SUMMARY

We have proposed a novel fabrication method for THz
MAs that simplifies the traditional fabrication process and
utilized two model MAs, namely, cross and square-shaped
MAs, to explore and verify the practicability of MAs realized
by the method. The simulation findings show that this kind
of MAs has the advantages of well-reserved absorption features
and remarkably enhanced sensing performance. We also nu-
merically calculate the electromagnetic field profile to elucidate
the physics behind the intriguing findings. And the exploration
of advanced functionality, like multiband absorber, based
on new-style MAs and fabrication robustness for unavoidable
errors, is carried out in the work as well. This work serves
as another route to implement MAs and ultrasensitive sensors
as well as a novel platform to explore the interaction between
matter and THz sources.
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